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Abstract: IspE is one the enzyme of non-mevalonate pathway in Mycobacterium tuberculosis and other pathogenic 

species. The non-mevalonate pathway synthesize isoprenoid precursor. The precursors of the isoprenoids are the 

isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl pyrophosphate (DMAPP). IspE catalyzes the transfer of γ-

phosphoryl group from ATP to 4-diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-d-erythritol (CDP-ME) resulting in 4-

diphosphocytidyl-2C-methyl-D-erythritol-2-phosphate (CDP-ME2P). Water soluble C60 derivatives were collected 

from the literature and were docked into the active site of IspE. The docking results of C60 derivatives and ATP 

analogues were compared. It was found that all the C60-deivatives have a very good docking than ATP analogues 

AMP-PNP.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

When the door to the nanoword opened, the nanotechnology and the nanoparticles have gained a significant attention for 

their potential application in medicle health [1-3]. The nanoparticles are the structures whose dimensions are1-100 nm in 

range [4,5]. Now the fast developing field of nanotechnology is in his full swing due to the cognition to control the 

properties of nanomaterials with greater exactitude [6-8][6-8] and much research has been focused on the characterization 

of carbon-based nanomaterials such as graphene surfaces, fullerenes and carbon nanotubes [9-11]. 

The modern material nanoscience concerns carbon based materials, among which fullerenes take one of the first places. A 

fullerene is structure, composed of carbon atoms, in the form of hollow ellipsoid, sphere, tubes and many other structures. 

The first fullerene to be discovered was spherical fullerene called Buckminsterfullerene having molecular formula C60 in 

1985, as a new type of carbon allotrope [12][. Fullerene is a truncated icosahedron with 20 hexagons due to C5-C6 double 

bonds and with 12 pentagons due to C5-C5 single bonds [13,14]. In fullerene each carbon is in its sp2 configuration and 

bound to other three carbons. There are two types of bond in fullerene, the double bond of 6:6 ring bonds and the shorter 

bond in 6:5 bonds. C60-fullerene reacts with electron rich species due to its electron-accepting nature and behaves like 

electron-deficient alkenes . The effect of nanomaterial on biological system is still little known regardless of remarkable 

developments in nanoscience [15]. There is an anxiety with the use of nanomaterials for medicle applications that it may 

induce cytotoxic effect but the inert behavior, small size, and stable structure account for the low toxicity of fullerenes, 

despite at relatively high concentrations [16]. 

Since its discovery, a significant advances have been made to develop a variety of methods to incorporate C60-fullerene 

into organic and inorganic surfaces resulted from potential utility of surface-linked fullerene materials [17-20]. and 

different fullerene derivatives have designed by exohedral derivatization using additional polymers , proteins , chemicals, 

genetic vectors and  antibodies [13,21-24]. Chemical addition of hydrophilic groups make the fullerene more water 

soluble and various pharmacological and biological properties are reported to possessed by water soluble modified 

fullerenes for example the pyrrolidinium fullerene derivative showed cytotoxicity in HL60 [25],excellent antioxidant 

activity has shown by  Malonic acid fullerene derivative [26], inhibitory activity towards the human immunodeficiency 
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virus (HIV)-reverse transcriptase has shown by  Proline modified fullerene derivative [27]. Although, Superamolecular 

assemblies of fullerene have been investigated for 15 years, the early work only concerned with the complexation of C60 

with molecular building blocks to favor the formation of inclusion complexes [28].  Nowadays fullerene has attracted 

much attention in the field of medicinal chemistry arena due to its unique physical and chemical properties. Friedman et al. 

found that fullerene can easily cover the hydrophobic cavity of HIV protease and thus shield the catalytic site from 

substrate [29]. Some C60 derivatives have also antibacterial activity and even other target cancer cells [30]. Fullerene and 

its water soluble derivatives are known to possess many biological and pharmacological properties including 

neuroprotective [31]. The major contribution towards the oxidative injury, studied in cell culture of diseased model 

animal, was played by hydroxyl (OH) radicles, superoxide (O
2-

), the non-radical molecules H2O2 and hypochlorous acid 

and a link was merged by free radicles and neurodegenerative conditions, such as Parkinson's disease and Alzheimer's 

dementia. Water soluble derivatives of C60 fullerene are excellent antioxidants endowed with a broad spectrum of 

neuroprotective abilities, reported by Dugan et al. [31,32]. DNA cleaving activity was also shown by water soluble 

covalently linked C60-porphyrin compound. Cuisong et al. reported that the credit of this extreme cleaving activity 

ascribed to the high water-solubility and affinity of C60Por to DNA [33]. Several activities and uses are exhibited by 

fullerene and its derivatives including antimycobacterial [34], HIV protease inhibitors [35,36], drug delivery systems [37], 

potentiometric biosensing of glucose [38] and gene carrier [39]. Fullerene has now opened a new hope and a new window 

in the field of diagnosis and therapeutics due to its capability to cross cell membranes, this role has been attributed to its 

lipophilic carbon cage [40]. 

In the present study, water soluble C60 derivatives were collected from literature and were docking into the active site of 

IspE. IspE is the fourth enzyme within the MEP pathway and is liable for catalyzing the ATP-dependent phosphorylation 

of 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methyl-d-erythritol (CDP-ME) to grant 4-diphosphocytidyl-2-C-methyl-d-erythritol 2-

phosphate (CDP-ME2P); it was recently identified to be essential in Mycobacterium tuberculosis. 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation: 

Molecular Dynamics Simulation of IspE was carried out using pmemd.cuda [41] module of Amber14 [42] . The protein 

was solvated in a rectangular box of TIP3P water molecules using tleap version of Amber14 [43] with 12 Å of buffer 

distance between the protein edge and box boundary in all direction. An appropriate number of NaCl salt molecules were 

added to form the system neutral. Amber ff14SB force field was used to generate coordinate and topology files for the 

protein [44]. In order to remove bad contacts between solvent and protein, energy minimization was carried out in two 

steps. First, the system was minimized keeping the protein fixed with harmonic constrain of a strength of 500 kcal*mol
-

1
.Å

-2
. Secondly, the whole system was minimized without any constrain. The above each step was performed with the 

steepest descent minimization of 1000 steps followed by a conjugate gradient minimization of 1000 steps. The system 

was then heated to 300K during the 2000 steps. Finally the system was simulated for 20 ns and the trajectory was saved 

after each 2 fs. The SHAKE algorithm was used for the covalent bonds involving hydrogens [45]. The Particle Mesh 

Ewald (PME) method was adopted to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions [46]. 

Molecular docking: 

MOE-Dock program implemented in MOE2014 was used for docking. The crystal structure of the target protein was used 

for the docking study. By applying torsion angles to all rotatable bonds in each ligand, multiple conformations for each 

ligand were generated. Ten conformations were generated for each ligand. The accepted conformations for each ligand 

against receptor were scored using of London dG scoring function which calculates the free energy for the binding of 

ligand from a given conformation. The final hits were docked using Autodock software to cross check and validate the 

results of MOE. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Molecular Dynamic simulation: 

The molecular dynamic simulation was carried out in order to refine the structure. The final stable structure was used for 

the docking purpose. The stability of protein was checked in term of root mean square deviation (RMSD). The figure 1 

shows the results of MD simulation. The figure shows that RMSD of the system reached the equilibrium after 2 ns and 

then fluctuate within a narrow range during the rest of rest simulation. 
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Validation of docking protocol: 

Prior to docking, the docking protocol discussed in material methods part was validated. The crystal structure of IspE 

complex with AMP-PNP was retrieved from the protein databank. The AMP-PNP was extracted and then re-docked. 

PISA (protein interfaces, surfaces and assemblies service) [47] was used to calculate the interface residues of each docked 

complex. The interface residues of resultant docked complex were compared to the interface residues of the crystal 

structure. The interface of complex (both crystal and docked) was studied through the PISA server.  The interface study is 

summarized in the table 1. The number and type of interfacing residues of the crystal and docked complex are almost 

similar, suggesting the reliability of the protocol to reproduce the experimental binding mode 

 

Fig.1: The molecular dynamics simulation of the IspE complex:  the complex is simulated over a period of 20 ns. The 

RMSD of the simulation was plotted against time, according to the simulation trajectories 

Table 1: The interface study of IspE complex with AMP-PNP. The interface of X ray crystal structure and re-dock complex 

Complexes Number of residues at interface Interface residues 

IspE/AMP-PNP 

(x-ray structure) 

23 
LYS13, ASN15, LEU56, LEU64, ARG69, ASN70, LEU71, 

LYS95, VAL99, ALA100, GLY101, GLY102, MET103, 

ALA104, GLY105, GLY106, SER107, ASP109, ASP140, 

THR181, SER255, GLY256, SER257, GLY258 

IspE/AMP-PNP 

(re-dock 

complex) 

24 LYS13, LEU64, ASN70, LEU71, LYS95, ILE97, PRO98, 

VAL99, ALA100, GLY101, GLY102, MET103, ALA104, 

GLY105, GLY106, SER107, ASP140, GLY178, LEU179, 

LEU180, THR181, SER257, GLY258, PRO259 

Molecular docking: 

The crystal structure of the IspE complex with AMP-PNP was retrieved from the PDB databank with accession number 

3PYF. All the crystal water molecules were removed from the crystal structure. The structural preparation program 

embedded in MOE was used to add any missing hydrogen atom, correct the charges and assign correct hybridization state 

of each residue. The protonate 3D module embedded in MOE was used to assign the correct protonation state using 

Generalized Born/Volume Integral (GB/VI) electrostatic function. Multiple conformations were generated for each ligand 

by applying a preferred torsion angles to all rotatable bonds in each ligand. The Amber12: EHT force field was used for 

all the computational procedures. The energy of the system was minimized upto RMS gradient of 0.05 Kcal/mol.Å
2
. The 
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interactions of AMP-PNP with the active site of IspE were observed. The AMP-PNP binding site residues were defined as 

those within the 4 Å of AMP-PNP using Pymol software (Fig 2).  

 

Fig.2: Binding mode of AMP-PNP: The AMP-PNP binding site residues were defined as those within the 4 Å of AMP-PNP 

using Pymol software. The yellow dotted lines show the hydrogen bonds. The AMP-PNP is shown in stick model 

Analysis of the IspE complex structure shows important residues that help in binding of AMP-PNP. The adeninyl moiety 

makes several hydrogen bonds with Asn70, Leu71 and Asp109. In addition the phosphate moiety makes hydrogen bonds 

with Ala100, Gly102, Gly105 and Gly106. The other residues such as Leu56, Leu64, Pro98, Val99, Gly101, Met103 and 

Ala104 are involved in hydrophobic interaction. The AMP-PNP was rescored in the active site of IspE and the score was 

found to be -4.83. The docking score of AMP-PNP was used as a cut off value to further screen C60 derivatives. 

Interestingly, all the C60 derivatives have a very good docking score as mentioned in the figure 3. The docking results of 

all the C60 derivatives were summarized in the table 1. 

 

Fig.3 Docking score of the C60 derivatives: the results shows that all the C60 derivatives have a very good docking score than 

AMP-PNP 
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Table 2: Docking score of C60 derivatives along with the interacting residues 

Compounds Docking Score Interacting Residues 

  Hydrophobic interaction Hydrogen bond interaction 

C60-1 -9.8877 LEU64, LEU71, VAL99  

C60-2 -12.9196 LEU64,VAL99  ASN70, GLY102, ALA104, GLY106 

C60-3 -12.9282 LEU71 LYS13, GLY102, LEU179, SER257, GLY258 

C60-4 -14.0482 LEU64, LEU71, VAL99 LYS13, GLY102, GLY102, ALA104, GLY106 

C60-5 
-11.5662 

LEU64 , LEU71 , VAL99        PRO98, GLY105, GLY102, ALA104, 

GLY106 

C60-6 
-13.1922 

LEU180  SER107, SER139, GLY102, ALA104, 

GLY106 

C60-7 
-12.5172 

LEU64, LEU71 GLY102, GLY105, ARG69, ASN70, PRO98, 

GLY106 

C60-8 
-13.2068 

LEU64 1, LEU71, LEU180 GLY101, GLY105, SER107, SER139, 

ASP140 

C60-9 
-13.1925 

LEU64  PRO98, GLY105, ARG69, ASN70, PRO98, 

GLY106 

C60-10 -16.0672 LEU64, LEU71, VAL99  LYS13, ASP140. 

C60-11 -14.8989 LEU64, LEU71 ARG69, ASN70, PRO98, GLY106 

C60-12 -11.352 LEU71, LEU180 SER107, SER139, ASP140 

C60-13 -10.9167 LEU31 ASP140, THR181 

C60-14 -11.1872 LEU64, LEU71, ILE97 SER107, SER139, ASP140 

C60-15 -12.3384 LEU64, VAL99 PRO98, GLY101 

C60-16 
-12.4921 

LEU64, LEU71, ILE97 ASN70, ALA100, GLY102, ALA104, 

GLY106, ASP140, THR181 

C60-17 -13.1556 GLY258, VAL99 LYS13, ASP140, THR18 

AMP-PNP 
-4.83 

LEU64, LEU71 ASN70, ALA100, GLY102, ALA104, 

GLY106 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The non-mevalonate pathway uses seven enzymes in the synthesis of isopentenyl diphosphate (IPP) and dimethylallyl 

diphosphate (DMAPP) from the starting material pyruvate and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate. In the present study, the 

binding site of AMP-PNP, a stable analog of ATP, was used. The molecular docking shows that C60-derivatives may 

serve as good inhibitors for the inhibition of IspE. 
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